CEC 2016 Meeting Belgrade
11-nst of September 2016

1. Representatives of Austria, Croatia, Hungary, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, and Slovenia present. 7 Votes
2. The original concept and original rules should be kept. 7 votes for
* Meaning competitions are organized inside the circle of 700km as agreed previous years.(See map from past minutes) Founding countries should not be outside this
circle.(HUN,CRO,SLO)
-No more competitions organized than can be placed in international calendar without crashing other events
-CEC is considered as international competition, meaning that national calendar is adjusted to CEC and not vice versa. This is up to each organizing countries
Association to watch and ensure.
-to organize a CEC round archers from the organizing country shall be present on more than half of the organized rounds in other countries
in at least two consecutive years.
-Costs must be kept down when it comes to travelling, number of nights on place and registration fees.
- CEC is a FITA star event but no WRE where the main target group of ours Juniors and Cadets are not considered. Everyone is welcome to organize WRE and we strive to be
present, but not within CEC.
- Results summary must be sent after each round and in excel, no other format is acceptable.
- Every one decides the entry fee and the way of organizing according to the procedures in the particular country. The main goal is to make a high standard competition for
the archers. Keep the time schedule, as much competition as possible, timing system, results in time, help with good-cheap accommodation.
- Invitation has to state what to expect so everyone can prepare such as: Tents, Lunch(es),benches, tables, chairs, the detailed schedule.
Decision was also made that it has to be sent to Sebastian first for a control before sending out to everyone.
3.

Next year’s competitions.
*How many legs, Proposal for organizing a leg arrived from those who got one has a date after when:
-Slovenia
-Serbia
-Slovakia 8-th of April
-Austria 17-th June
-Croatia 1-st of July
-Hungary 16-17-th September The last leg is final and provides the CEC medals

4. Format of team competitions.
Mixed team (1 man and 1 woman in each team)
There will be 3 different groups. Those who shoot from 70m, 60m and 50m
age is not considered
pure national teams are not a must, can be from 2 different countries in this case no country code indicated
5. IANSEO is desired but not obligatory as not every country is able to do it and teams, people change as well the ability to use IANSEO.

